The DNA cryptography is a new and very promising direction in cryptography research. DNA can be used in cryptography for storing and transmitting the information, as well as for computation. Although in its primitive stage, DNA cryptography is shown to be very effective. Currently, several DNA computing algorithms are proposed for quite some cryptography, cryptanalysis and steganography problems, and they are very powerful in these areas. However, the use of the DNA as a means of cryptography has high tech lab requirements and computational limitations, as well as the labor intensive extrapolation means so far. These make the efficient use of DNA cryptography difficult in the security world now. Therefore, more theoretical analysis should be performed before its real applications.
process. Originally, the introns are characterized by their starting and ending codes, which makes the guess about introns relatively easy. We have changed this to another scheme, in which the start codes and the pattern codes specify the introns. The pattern codes are non-continuous patters, which define which parts of the frame to be removed, and which parts to be kept. This makes the guess on introns difficult, since they are now spaced introns. Since the starting and pattern codes can determine the length of the introns, the ending codes are not necessary.
Informally, let Alice be the sender of the information and Bob be the receiver. From Alice's point of view, the information is stored in the binary form, and can be transformed into DNA form (A for 00, C for 01, G for 10, T for 11). Alice also knows the starting codes (codes that indicate the begin of the intron) and pattern codes (codes that define which parts of the frame to be removed, and which parts to be kept) of the introns, so she knows where are the introns in the DNA form of the information and which parts should be removed. Therefore, the 2 parts can be described briefly as below 1. The DNA form of information is scanned by Alice to find out the introns; she records the introns places, and cut out the introns according to the specified pattern. So that the DNA form of data is translated into the mRNA form of data.
Alice translates the mRNA form of data into protein form of data according to the genetic code table (61 codons to 20 amino acids).
The protein form of data is then transferred to Bob. The starting and pattern codes of the introns, the places of the introns, the removed spaced introns, and the codon-amino acids mapping of the protein are the keys to decrypt the protein form of data, and they are transferred to Bob through a secure channel (or they are encrypted by Bob's public key, and transferred to Bob). On Bob's side, he receives keys through the secure channel from Alice (or uses public key protocol to communicate with Alice to receive keys). When he received the protein form of data and the keys, Bob uses the keys to recover mRNA form of data from protein form of data, and then recover DNA form of information, in the reverse order as Alice encrypt the information. He can then recover then binary form of information, and finally gets what Alice sent him.
The scheme of the method is illustrated in the following figure. Generally, such a scheme can be formulated as below (M and C are for plaintext and cipher text, respectively)  Encryption key E1 = (the starting and pattern codes of the introns, the places of the introns)  Encryprion key E2 = (the codon-amino acids mapping)
The scheme is principally a symmetric key algorithm, except that the sender initially has only part of the keys, and he generates the rest part of the keys. It is obvious that such a scheme is essentially a 2 step substitution process, though they are substitutions in a general sense (not letter-by-letter substitution).
Benefits and weaknesses of the method
The pseudo DNA cryptography method have many benefits, some of them are listed below:
1. Easy to encrypt the information by the sender, the sender does not need much information to encode. In other words, sender initially has part of the keys, and he generates other parts of the keys.
2. Little information needed to be communicated through a secure channel (only the keys). The key size is proportional to the size of the plaintext with a small ratio. 3. There may be bad intron starts and ends to cut introns. A solution is for sender to prepare many starting and ending codes of introns, and select a pair which can result in an appropriate cut off.
4. The more complex the keys, the more complex the decryption process.
Method analysis
Suppose For the sender Alice, she only needs to scan the DNA form of information once, and cut off the introns to get the mRNA form of data, the time is in O(n). After this, she can perform the translation process according to the genetic code However, the method is not so strong against chosen plaintext attacks. Knowing the mechanisms of the method, and no knowledge about the keys (starting and pattern introns; intron places; removed spaced introns; genetic code mappings); the attacker Eve can get partial or full knowledge about the keys with high probability, if he is given enough plaintexts and computation. One way he can break the keys is a technique similar to that of the differential attack. The attacker can choose 2 plaintexts at a time, and these 2 plaintexts are different in only 1 or 2 places. The attacker can then encipher the 2 plaintexts by the pseudo DNA encryption method, and get the respective 2 cipher texts. By comparing and analyzing the cipher texts, the attacker can get information about some of the starting and pattern introns, as well as intron places and removed spaced introns. The comparison of different but similar pairs can reveal more information about these information, and some of the genetic code mapping information.
Therefore, the more pairs the attacker used, the higher probability that he will recover the keys.
Suppose the DNA form of information D have the length n. There are k introns, and the introns have the average length of m. Then the differential attacks can break the keys in relatively short time with enough plaintexts. In the optimal cases, the attacker can "predict" the intron places, he can then break one intron at a time; also he can recover the genetic code mapping using statistical analysis (if there are such statistical properties). In this case, the attacker can chose 2 2m-1 plaintexts for each intron test, and recover that intron with very high probability. Thus, the attacker will choose k*2 2m-1 plaintexts in total to break the keys. As regard to time, he needs k*2 2m-1 *m time to recover the introns, and linear or quadratic time to recover the genetic code mappings. Therefore, the attacker can in optimal cases break the keys in O(k*2 2m-1 *m) time. This is drastically smaller than that of the O(2 n ) time as brute force attacker have to use, especially in cases when in general n>>m. Though some the optimal assumptions (such as the statistical analysis and known intron places) are generally not satisfied, It is obvious that the differential attacks can recover the keys information with high probability in relatively short time and enough plaintexts. The use of multiple rounds, or more complicated splicing and mapping rules, may make the method stronger against these plaintext attacks.
The side channel cryptanalysis is also suitable for the pseudo DNA cryptography method, as the un-optimized operation time (or energy) is highly related with the content of the plaintext and key features (starting and pattern introns; intron places; removed spaced introns). The introduction of noises in the implementations can protect the method against some of such attacks.
Such a scheme is essentially a 2 step substitution process. Mainly substitution (and little transposition)
is used in such a scheme. So that theoretically [Shannon, 1949] , mostly confusion, and little diffusion of the plaintext can be achieved. This makes the scheme not so strong, and this situation can be partly relieved by the means of multiple rounds. A more practical application is for it to be used as an enhancement of the other cryptography methods, since it can greatly improve the security, especially against brute force attacks. Also, when multiple rounds of the method are used, it is perfectly sure that more transpositions would be introduced, and the security will be enhanced greatly.
Despite these analyses, We have to admit that some other critical problems are already found about this method, and We have listed some of them in the Benefits and weaknesses of the method part.
Experiments and Results
We have implemented the pseudo DNA cryptography method that We have explained. The experiments show this method to be efficient; and its power against certain attacks are shown by the theoretical analysis.
The programs are designed for sender and receiver. Generally, the programs for receiver perform the reverse processes as those processes the sender's program do.
On the sender side, the sender first needs his initial key, which includes the introns starting and pattern codes. These codes can be generated by a generator program, or by the user himself. The user also has the plaintext to encipher. He first translates the plaintext into DNA form of information using an information conversion program. Then he can simulate the splicing, transcription and translation process of central dogma with the respective program. In these processes, the necessary padding are also implemented for compatibility reasons. Through these steps, the starting and pattern codes of the introns, the places of the introns, the removed spaced introns, and the codon-amino acids mapping of the protein are added into the key file, and the enciphered information is also created. These two files can be then transferred to receiver through different channels (enciphered file trough public channel, and key file through secure channel).
On the receiver side, he receives the enciphered information and key file from different channels, and then uses the key information in the key file to decipher the enciphered information. He first performs the reverse translation, reverse transcription and reverse splicing process using the respective program, and the information stored in the key file. After these processes, he can get the DNA form of information, and he can then recover the plaintext using the recovery program. By these means, the receiver finally gets what the sender intended to tell him.
The implementation diagram of this cryptography method is illustrated in the following figure. The performance of the application can also be explained by the following plot. example, 2 bits to represent nucleic acids, rather than ASCII representation), the key size would then be reduced sharply to a fraction of the size of the plaintext. Because of these, the cipher text can be transferred through public channel fast (even faster than transmitting the plaintext), and the small-sized key can also be transmitted fast through the secure channel. Thus, the method is efficient in both storage and transmission.
The encryption and decryption time show that the program is efficient in computation. The relative table and plots show that the encryption and decryption time for the different length of the plaintext increase slower than the changes in the length of the plaintext. This reveals that the processing time can be very fast even for relatively very long plaintext. Therefore, the efficiency in computation is obvious.
This indicates the potential applicability of the multiple rounds methods.
As to the different content of the text, we have chosen 5 plaintexts with different contents. The objective is to check the robustness of the program.
The plaintext datasets are selected so that they are very representative. One plaintext contains only alphabetical and digital characters, one only contains non-alphabetical and non-digital characters, and other 3 contains the combination of characters with several unusual cases. By this means, the examination on robustness can be performed with high confidence.
The results are shown in the following table. The experiments that We have done are currently for explanations of the method. Therefore, the key data have redundancies; the DNA, RNA and protein form of information (including cipher texts and keys) are not in their binary form. The more elegant and realistic program using binary representation of the information, together with better organization of the key files, will surely enhance the effectiveness and robustness of such a cryptography method. These stuffs, together with some extensions and variations of the method, are under careful investigations now, and they will be ready later.
Dataset
In Appendix we have listed some important source codes, some sample results, and the standard key file format with examples.
Conclusions and Future Works
In this project, we have proposed pseudo DNA cryptography method, a new cryptography method based on the central dogma of molecular biology. The method simulates the transcription and translation process of the central dogma; it also adds some artificial features to make the resulting cipher texts difficult to break. The theoretical analysis shows that this method is powerful against certain attacks, especially against brute force attacks. The experiments not only show the power of such a method, but also reveal that this method is very efficient in computation as well as in storage and transmission, and it is very robust.
However, since it is only in its primitive stage, this method has some defects, and it needs quite some improvements. The most serious problem is that partial information exists, so that attackers can infer the whole information with only some effort. This is the case even the spaced introns are introduced.
The probable reason is that the confusion of the plaintext is not very complete, so that the relationship between statistics of cipher text and statistics of plaintext is not as complex. one solution is to do multiple rounds of encryption on plaintext to get the cipher text. Other problems are related with the degree of diffusion and confusion of the method; and complexity of decipher. This cryptography system also has several implementation defects now, which can be overcome by better representations of the information and organization of the data in the files. In the future, the theoretical analysis on these problems will be performed, and related experiments will be performed to examine the performance.
As this method is still primitive now, it has a great scope to have some extensions, as well as some variations. Many of these extensions and variations come from the modification of the central dogma principle. And these changes can always result in more secure methods against attacks.
The variations based on this pseudo DNA cryptography method are interesting. One such variation is to artificially modify the codon-amino acids mapping, so that it is more complicated, saying, one protein mapping to more than 3 amino acids. By this means, the combination of mappings can be increased potentially, and make the brute force attacks more difficult. Another variation is to make the splicing rule more flexible, and this can enhance the confusion effects. The effect of such variations, together with some others, will be scrutinized in the future.
As to extensions of the method, to use multiple rounds of the method is mentioned on the above, trying to solve the partial information problem. This is a general idea in cryptography, and the experiments about it will be performed later on.
The pseudo DNA cryptography method that we have proposed is not constraint to the encryption and decryption area, but also such areas like massage authentication. Indeed, the encryption process of the method can be very powerful and more effective if it is used as a hash function for generating message authentication code. By this means, only the initial key is needed, and the encryption process can be fast. If multiple rounds are used, the security may also be satisfactory. The problem is that the length of the resulting MAC is hard to control, and one of the solutions to this problem is to do multiple round of the process, together with padding to get the MAC with fix length. If using real DNA data, the steganography can be implemented, especially for image steganography. The use of this method to do message authentication, as well as its other usages, will also be examined in the future.
This method based on the central dogma has its nature advantage in software and hardware applications.
Since only 4 nucleotides are involved in encipher and decipher process of the plaintext, the program can be turned to be a very efficient program based on primitive codes in C or assembly language. The hardware implementation can be easy based on these simple principles, and it can also be very efficient.
With today's advanced hardware technology, the multiple rounds can be easily implemented, and the security can be relatively reasonable. These benefits show that this method is very suitable for software and hardware implementation. The further analysis and experiments on these factors is very interesting topics in the future works. 
